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in this article the various ep~stemolugic~l premises embedded in planning 
and futures studies’ are examined. While many planners and futurists 
might locate themselves in separate discursive spaces, from the perspec- 
tive developed in this article the similarities in their epistemic basis are 
more similar than different. Thus, the focus of this effort is on planning 
and futures studies generally; and specifically, the various perspectives on 
how the future is planned for: namely, the predictive-empirical, the 
cultural-interpretative, and the critical-post-structural are articulated. 

The thrust of this article is theoretical as opposed to the presentation of 
specific future ‘facts’ of a historical time or a geographical space. Of 
concern then is not a particular plan, but rather the how of planner and 
future talk, that is, the institutional practices, structures and languages that 
construct the future. t divide the discourse of the future into three separate 
but interrelated dimensions-the predictive, cultural and critical. 1 argue 
that the first approach simply reinscribes the present even while it ‘predicts’ 
the future; the second, while significant in expanding the discourse of the 
future across cultures, relativizes the future at the expense of politics; the 
third, however, by historicizing and deconstructing the future, creates new 
epistemological spaces that enable the formation of alternative futures, 

These three approaches are linked to three epistemofogical positions: 
empirical, interpretative, and post-structural. While there are similarities 
between these, the effort here is not to develop their jnterrelationsh~~s but 
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to accentuate their differences in the hope of developing more enabling 
understandings of the ways the future can be conceived. 

Epistemological assumptions of the real 

Every planning effort involves an epistemological assumption of the real. For 
planners and futurists, this entails various assumptions about the nature of 
time, concerning whether time is a social construction or whether it 
ontologically-really, independently-exists, and whether one is concerned 
with measurable quantified time, seasonal time, mythic time, or visionary 
time. In addition to basic assumptions of time, planning involves assump- 
tions of the economic, in terms of the allocation of meanings, goods, 
technologies and resources; assumptions of the political, in terms of what 
should be nominated as legitimate out of the range of possible allocations; 
and ;deo/og;cal-cultural assumptions, in terms of the relative roles of actors 
(individuals, states or the environment, for example), structures and values 
in various planning processes. Finally, there are assumptions of language, 
concerning whether language simply describes the real (ie, language is 
transparent), or whether language participates in the social construction of 
the real (ie, grammar as complicit in the real),’ 

Related to this are assumptions concerning the problem of meaning- 
whether meaning is located in that which one is speaking about, the 
referent-object of language (the empirical position), whether meaning is in 
the aim or intention of the speaker(s) or subject(s) (the cultural/hermeneutic 
position), or whether meaning is in the site of the linguistic structure in 
which subjects find themselves (the post-structural position). 3 Simply put, 
every planning effort involves philosophical assumptions as to what is 
considered immutable and what negotiable; the significant and the trivial. 
Thus, every effort to plan the future is submerged in an overarching politics 
of the real. 

Assumptions and the planning process 

These assumptions are critical, because depending on one’s assumptions of 
the real, the way one articulates one’s goals and objectives and the content 
of this articulation, the planning process dramatically shifts. In most efforts 
to plan the future or to engage in conversations about the future, however, 
these various assumptions remain unexamined. The episteme,J the way in 
which we order the real and our knowing of it, remains unexamined. Also 
left naturalized are theoretical assumptions about what is foreseeable, data 
assumptions about what is observable and values assumptions about what is 
preferred and, more importantly, the categories of theory, data, values and 
their ordering.’ 

Planning theory and futures studies theory thus often emerge as 
mentalities, frozen ahistorical categories of thought, ontological givens. 
Technical efforts such as ensuring that a logical nexus exists between 
missions, goals and objectives become the critical task. The primary effort is 
to produce a perfect plan,h with perfection largely defined in narrow, 
ahistorical terms-presently that of empirical rationality. Or efforts are made 
to find ways to increase the accuracy of prediction by including more 
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variables, or more or fewer values, and better or perhaps no theory. What 
results is a planning strategy that does not engage in conversations that 
attempt to discern how the choice of one particular worldview or discourse 
(way of knowing) has come to be and how the world might be perceived 
differently if other assumptions had been made. Thus, most often, missions 
or goals are simply adjusted for changing conditions, with no attempt to see 
how a particular mission has come to exist, or what the range of alternative 
missions could be. 

Predictive-empirical approach 

Most planning efforts simply privilege instrumentalist, rationalist modes of 
prediction. The problem for the planner becomes that of merely predicting 
or forecasting the future, of determining what is commonly called ‘the 
planning environment’.’ The results are studies using a variety of method- 
ologies such as regression, cross-impact analysis, and simulation modelling.8 
The latter command more legitimacy because they are quantitative, dynamic 
and interactive-in short, more complex. The goal of this type of planning 
or futures studies is to develop more accurate forecasts of the future so as 
to make better decisions today; to create a futures studies based on the 
empirical natural science model. 

Central to quantitative methodologies in futures studies are trends, 
events and their impact. However, the construction of an ‘event’ or ‘trend’ 
is problematic since both are only sensible within peculiar, modern defin- 
itions of time and history. The ancients would choose different categories 
along seasonal patterns (planting and harvesting, the motions of the stars 
and moon) in conjunction with an alternative theory of agency-the actions 
of the gods and goddesses, for example. They would not privilege the 
empirical event nor the subject or actor involved in the event. Thus, in 
addition to the probabilistic values assigned with the occurrence of an event 
(acknowledged by the futures literature), there is the problem of the social 
construction of ‘event’ (unacknowledged in the futures literature), in that an 
‘event’ does not exist independently of an observer and his or her episte- 
mology. The argument that both time and event are constructions and not 
independent states outside perception and history damages any notion of 
objectivity, and particularly the unquestioned objectivity that is the hidden 
unthought behind the effort to develop a more complex forecasting model. 
For central to this model is the view that there is a real world and more of it 
can be captured or explained by more variables and increasingly complex 
interactions. 

Politics of information 

Besides these issues and the questions of politics of meanings that they 
raise, on a less abstract level what is left unexamined is the assumption that 
more information about the future will lead to administrators making better 
decisions. Among other tensions, the notion that the person in need of the 
information (the administrator) and the planner or futurist might have 
widely divergent expectations and needs is often left unexamined, as is the 
notion that more quantitative information leads to better decision making. 
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While it is often assumed, quite commonsensically, that the relationship 
between types and amounts of information and decision making is positive 
and direct, the truth of this-given the politics of planning-remains 
problematic. Often, the information that results is used simply to justify a 
decision already reached because of political pressure from various interest 
groups. in addition, the information about the future given to the adminis- 
trator will only affect decision making if it conforms to the administrator’s 
preunderstandings. If it is significantly different from that, the report will 
probably find itself filed far away from the real world of decision making.” 
Moreover, according to policy analyst Mary Ann Teshima, the reason that a 
CEO or an administrator may have hired a futurist or planner or some other 
variety of policy consultant is neither the accuracy of the forecast to be 
made nor the brilliance of the plan to be constructed. That is not what is 
being bought; what is being bought is a will to decision making, i(1 or, when 
that is not needed, a less expensive and simpler affirmation of management 
philosophy. Thus, the consultant is brought in to make a policy decision: 
centralize, decentralize; more vision, less vision; more history, less 
history-personal (lack of courage), institutional (lack of legitimacy) or local 
political reasons. 

From another direction, equally damaging to any notion of apolitical or 
empirical futures studies is the metaconcept behind the idea that ‘more 
futures information leads to better decision making’, ie, that the mind is 
structurally analogous to the computer. The perfect mind, in this model, 
would be similar to the computer: instant recall, large amounts of inform- 
ation, and ability to use new information to remodel old. Mystics such as P. 
R. Sarkar with his multilayered theory of mind (the deeper intuitional layers 
available when the superficial layers are concentrated and focused)” and in 
the futures field the works of Willis Harman” and David Loye,li make this 
computer rationality worldview increasingly contentious. For them, and the 
mystical-spiritual discourse in general, instead of more information about 
the future, what is needed are ways to train the mind to perceive the world 
differently, or to perceive the world from a ‘deeper level’. Recalling 
information then is not a rational process as presently constructed, but a 
direct knowing of the real, unmediated by language. It is only when the 
intuitionally obtained truth is expressed that adequacy of language and of 
the rationality of the intellect is critical. 

The two critical points, however, are that planning and futures method- 
ology must be contextualized in a politics of information and decision 
making as well as in a politics of alternative models of knowledge and mind. 
Unfortunately, many planning and futures efforts remain bounded by 
models of forecasting and politics that ignore the hidden epistemological 
assumptions, the episteme, from which they operate. In fact, the use of the 
term ‘forecasting’ is itself illustrative of a politics that remains covered. 
Prediction by most planners and futurists who locate themselves within the 
modern scientific tradition is seen as an unreliable way of thinking, lacking 
precision and overly value-ridden (in that it is based on ancient religious 
and spiritual systems); I4 while at the same time forecasting is seen as 
legitimate as it is allegedly non-religious (secular and modern, a product of 
the Enlightenment), acultural and objective. 

Consultant futurists argue that corporations and governments should 
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hire them because they ‘forecast’, not ‘predict’. This of course neglects the 
view that modern science, too, exists in a paradigm of knowledge, a way of 
ordering the world that when historicized can be shown to be not universal 
but peculiar to particular people, a particular system, and a particular time 
which has become universal not because of any a priori ontological reasons, 
but because of political, economic and institutional reasons, because of a 
politics of the real. I5 As mentioned earlier, the assertion that a way of 
knowing is objective is simply an attempt to privilege one’s ideological 
system over others; it privileges one model of rationality over others and 
then asserts that this is ultimately the real model, while others are primitive 
and, for reasons deduced from one’s own model, should be forgotten. 
These reasons are believed to be located in objectivity, rather than, as I 
argue, ultimately in the political discourse, in the politics of meaning. 

Emerging issues analysis 

An alternative to the predictive model of planning that is sensitive both to 
alternative configurations of reality and to the tendency of most planning 
projects simply to produce ‘problems’ has been developed by Graham 
Molitor and elaborated by James Dator and the futures group at the Hawaii 
Judiciary.lh This methodology, ‘emerging issues analysis’, attempts to iden- 
tify problems before they arise. This is possible as it is argued that problems 
follow an S-curve growth pattern. By identifying problems in the early 
phases of the cycle, consciousness raising can take place and policies or 
laws enacted. 

In addition to monitoring various leading edge information sources, 
emerging issues can be identified by searching for the controversial within 
each field, with what Wayne Yasutomi has called ‘scientific anomaly analysis’ 
(in the hope of making it respectable and thus perhaps fundable or at least 
discussable).” Here, the visions of shamans, street people and other 
outside institutional vortices are especially valuable, for they speak not from 
conformity but from dissent. They speak from the edges of society, from 
outside the disciplinary grid of modern bureaucracy. 

What is significant about emerging issues analysis for this discussion is 
that in addition to its predictive, bureaucratic use (more and better in the 
sense of more lead time and better utilitarian information), it has a 
remarkable educational and disruptive use. It is impertinent. As James Dator 
has argued, a good emerging issue must gain a dubious-‘this is impossible, 
it will never happen’-response from the reader or policy maker.18 If the 
issue is immediately acceptable then probably it is only continuing the 
‘presentification’ of the future. Only with an issue that is unfamiliar or 
unnatural can there emerge an alternative social construction, and thus the 
creation of the truly other. The issue of the legal rights of robots, for 
example, besides its predictive value, is significant in that it calls to question 
our human notion of rights and their historical development. 

However, emerging issues analysis is discounted by decision makers 
precisely because the information it presents is not familiar and thus cannot 
be quickly understood in the language and categories of the present. Since 
an emerging issue cannot be appropriated by power-by the decision maker 
and his worldview and her organizational needs-it loses its currency in 
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discourse. For most decision makers at all levels simply want information 
that can justify their preunderstandings of past, present and future. Even 
when conclusions about the future that diverge from these preunderstand- 
ings emerge from conventionally legitimate quantitative methodologies, the 
conclusions are suspect. Left silenced then is the most significant contrib- 
ution of emerging issues analysis to decision making: the notion of the 
unthinkable calling into question the normal. 

Structure of the present 

As mentioned above, the problem with the prediction orientation is that it 
reinforces what is, the present, the status quo. Planning techniques only 
reinforce present governmental bureaucratic and legal power structures. In 
the corporate structure as well, futures and planning primarily aid multi- 
nationals in fjnding ways to maximize profits instead of truly engaging in 
entering alternative futures wherein corporate structures and goals might 
change. While planners or futurists might hope that their work can cause a 
rethinking and a bringing in of ‘the future’, the reality is that the future is 
further domesticated and corporatized, instead of corporations becoming 
futurized or transformed. 

The reasons for the predictive orientation come from futures studies 
itself; namely, the rate of social change has increased dramatically and 
continues to increase such that there is a gap between our institutions, our 
images of the future, and our self and the real. Institutions thus increasingly 
become perceived as illegitimate in that they exist in the past, while 
technology throws us into the future. Through prediction-oriented tech- 
niques, futurists hope that government, business and education can stay 
current and relevant. 

Among others, Roy Amara in his articles on the futures field has 
attempted to provide a theoretical framework for this approach, largely 
borrowing from the empirical social sciences perspective.20 However, he 
softens his ‘the future does really exist’ (there is an empirical world) 
approach with the assertion that the future is not predictable (but eventually 
through multidisciplinary approaches the unexplained regression residuals 
will be explained), and with the inclusion of values; yet he exposes his 
liberal orientation by privileging the individual subject and evoking the 
indetermination of the future. While one may agree or disagree with this 
perspective, framed as the possible (the rearm of choices, for this is America 
the land of opportunity), the probable (the data) and the preferable (a value 
orientation), it is an approach that does not make explicit its own 
predicates-the history of the social sciences, the division and creation of 
fields adopted from the industrial revolution, and the development of policy 
sciences which claim a certain acultural, apolitical neutrality. 

Alternatively one might attempt to find sister fields not in the US policy 
sciences, but in continental philosophy and the problem of the text 
(hermeneutics and Foucauldian thought) and fndian and Islamic paradigms, 
for example. An analysis of these would bring forth quite a different futures 
field from that which Amara has in mind, ranging from fiction and inter- 
pretation that Richard Slaughter has argued for,ZI to the future as deep story 
telling, the future as an exploration of myth, or finally, the future as 
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discourse-a discourse that questions temporality, especially the temporality 
of what is now called ‘the modern condition’. 

Planning the future as the solution 

If the present is located as a realized good society (as most in the ‘West’ 
would conclude of the modern condition), then the predictive orientation of 
planning and futures is not a negative ascription. Instead, it is a historic step 
forward in developing a saner, stabler and more rational society. For now 
one has information about the future that can help one make better 
decisions, create new alliances, and develop new marketing strategies. It 
allows an already good present to become better. Planning and futures 
research then become innovative social inventions which, as with the 
behavioural sciences, can aid in the triumph of liberal democracy and 
capitalism, of individuality and rationality. Planning and futures as used in 
the West are destined to take their places among the social sciences, but at 
a higher level, for they have a value component (preferred future) and a 
praxis component (policy analysis), albeit the problem of no data and little 
theory remains. 

However, if the purpose of planning is to allow for a dialogue that leads 
to rethinking the real, to an excavation of politics, to a realization that by 
not problematizing the present, we identify solutions to the wrong prob- 
lems, then the simple deliverance of more information-precise, valid, or 
reliable-fails! 

Production of identities 

Before alternative ways to construct the future are presented, it is important 
to ask what types of identities or selves are produced within this predictive- 
oriented planning perspective. Futures studies creates a class of experts; 
experts who have the ability to forecast, and to do something that in itself is 
seen as a revolution: to prioritize. Thus the prediction approach creates a 
professional class of experts called planners (and various types of futurists) 
who can manage and domesticate time. Once the future becomes con- 
structed as complex and technical (or as the transcendental, in the historical 
case), then it can be appropriated and monopolized. 

This type of monopolization is not new, it has existed in other 
epistemologies and paradigms. In antiquity, those who claimed the future 
were called priests. They were individuals who asserted they had special 
knowledge of the real (past and future), and thus managed to wrest power 
from the kings and warriors. They, too, believed that they possessed 
objective scientific knowledge (but then it was called astrology). Specifically, 
while many present-day futurists lay claim to chronological time, the priests 
of the past laid claim to transcendental time, and, because of the link of 
personal actions (the ‘how’ of attaining the other) and the transcendental, 
they eventually claimed worldly time and space as well. The ideological 
conquest of Indian social space by the intellectual class, the Brahmins, and 
the reification of the caste system as divine instead of as a social division of 
labour, is perhaps the best example of this. 
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The above example simply points out that the recovery of the past in 
terms of explaining futures studies need not be limited to postwar efforts. 
Rather we can find other locations in historical space-time. More recently, 
besides the priests (the economists are quite a few steps ahead of planners 
and futurists in the cornmodification enterprise), are the state advisers. They 
served to point out the range of possibilities in a given plan, whether war, 
putting down a local uprising, or other types of manoeuvre. They played a 
major role in reducing the power of the sovereign and, to use the language 
of the present, they were the first strategic planners. 

Whether priest, the king’s strategic adviser, economist, planner or 
futurist, the key category produced by the predictive framework is that of 
‘expert’. Instead of decolonizing the future, the predictive-oriented 
approach cannot help but recolonize it in the hands and sights of various 
professionals. Futures studies thus remains located in the tradition of the 
priest or the king’s adviser (reproduced in this century as the bureaucracy 
and the corporation); an information giver to the powerful. 

To summarize the previous points, the key assumptions behind the 
predictive mode of planning are as follows: 

e There exists an ontological place or time called the future which, through 
various methods, is discernable. 

l Time must be domesticated. 
* Unless one has information about this future, one will lose market share, 

or be unable to procure fundings, or be audited for not being a modern 
institution. 

* The project is to find better-quantitative, dynamic and comprehensive- 
ways of discerning what this future might be so that better poficy 
decisions can be made. 

* These methodologies should be as scientific and objective as possible, 
that is, the researcher should be impartial to the results of the prediction. 

* Finally, planning is an important step in realizing modernity: in creating a 
world with clean, safe and well lit streets, a world constituted by a 
marketplace of rational thinking individuals and states. 

Cultural-interpretative approach 

However, there are other ways to talk of the future. Yugoslavian futurist 
Mihailo Markovic elegantly states in a speech titled, ‘Beyond the present 
world crisis’ that: 

what is needed is a futures studies (a planning) that recognizes the existence of 
alternative values systems and lifestyles, encourages truly free, symmetrical dialogue 
among them, and seeks to determine, in spite of all differences, if there are also 
some underlying universal human needs and interests.“+J 

In this type of thinking, what is needed is a planning methodology that 
presupposes change, a constant refiguration of power relations. 

Instead of future facts (trends or emerging issues), what is needed are 
new, culturally self-aware interpretations of the future. The goal here is to 
discern how other cultures create the future, what they think the future will 
be like. How is the future perceived in Chinese, Japanese, Indian, Islamic 
cosmologies? Does the traditional occidental past, present, future break- 
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down have relevance in the oriental perspective?” Or how does, for 
example, Japan see its future? What does China think are the key global 
issues in the next 15 years or the next century? 

The assumption in this thinking is that there is no one way to constitute 
the real, the future; by examining how different groups see the real, we can 
learn from their efforts and see ourselves anew. We can then see the limits 
to our own future thinkings. We can then see our own peculiarities, instead 
of insisting that they are universals. We thus see that the real is culturally 
bound, and that our notion of the category ‘the future’ as well as the 
contents of the future are bound by and intelligible in various cultural 
contexts. The future then becomes subjectivized, now located within phe- 
nomenological and hermeneutic traditions. 

The task for many, then, is to recover the future; a future that has been 
colonized by the western or the capitalist tradition of modernity. Futures 
studies, thus, should not be exclusively concerned with objective forecasts 
but also with the cultural bases for truth, with the cultural bases of the 
future. Futures studies should be concerned with how one particular future 
has emerged as a universal future and what new futures might follow this 
historical pattern or dramatically transform it. In addition, futures studies 
must not solely be engaged in pure research, but rather the future must 
actualize itself through praxis. There must be an effort to identify cultures 
that have been suppressed or that will be suppressed given various trends, 
and then aid them in articulating and realizing new visions. 

Alternative images of the future 

In this way, what emerges is not one future, but a range of alternative 
futures, or more specifically, alternative images of the future. Thus, the 
future, instead of being certain, as most decision makers would like it to be, 
becomes uncertain. At the institutional level, instead of fewer policy choices 
to be made, more policy choices become available. There are, however, a 
variety of ways to constitute ‘alternative futures’ which speak to the problem 
of diversity in decision making. Most often, for example, in the planning 
literature, this term remains bounded by the predictive orientation such that 
it is used to mean a simple range of deviations from the norm, as strategic 
alternatives; such that a study of tourism projections simply presents graphs 
on high and low figures and constitutes these as alternatives. These 
deviations from the norm disguised as ‘alternative futures thinking’ simply 
serve to point out that alternatives have been considered-symbolic ges- 
tures to show funding agencies and critics that the possibilities of what can 
happen have been planned for. Obviously, all these have as their assump- 
tion a culturally defined present. Notions of different ways in which various 
cultures constitute growth remain unexamined, for example. Thus, not only 
are the variables too few, but within true alternative futures thinking the 
ground of the variables-the culture-, history-boundedness of them-is 
challenged. What then might be some alternative ways of framing the future 
that do not take the cultural present as given? 

Among the most insightful and promising methodologies attempting to 
do exactly this is that of ‘alternative images of the future’, as used by James 
DatorZ4 and used by many of those involved in Hawaii-Manoa-based futures 
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studies activities.25 In further elaboration, Donald Michael and Walter Truett 
Anderson argue for the use of the term ‘stories’, which speak to ‘the human 
urge to create order in life, to assemble the events of individual existence 
within the framework of some larger structure of meaning and purpose’,26 
in contrast to scenarios, which are playful exploratory devices. These images 
and stories at the macrolevel include the story of progress and rationality, of 
the rise and fall of man, of the transformation and the end of history, of the 
return to the Mother and the Earth, to mention a few. Images are more 
specific and tend to be derived from current social movements, current 
technologies, and various theories of social change, while stories are more 
sensitive to unconscious processes, to myths. 

Global depression and the end of capitalism 

One present image of the future, for example, that is instructive in 
understanding ‘the future’ is that of a global depression caused for a variety 
of reasons-global concentration of wealth and inequity, South debt, spe- 
culation in the markets, new financial instruments that remain unpredict- 
able, and, more important, the pervasive fear that ‘we’ have gone too far 
technologically, expanded too much economically, and moved too far from 
the real basis of life so that nothing appears to make sense any more, to 
mention just a few reasons. Whether it will happen in 1990” or in the next 
IO years’” or whether it is already occurring in different locations in the 
world, through ‘the structural crises of capitalism’ as Marxist thinkers 
argue, 29 the assertion remains that the present world system has existed for 
a few hundred years and is now in its final years. 

The Pacific shift 

But that is only one image of the future. The Japan/China Pacific rim image, 
for example, has increasingly taken on currency; this discourse has been 
constantly appropriated so that every US state now believes that it is the key 
(economic, cultural, information) crossroad between Japan and the USA. 
This vision of the future has many variants, but the main image is that all 
empires come to be and then pass, they illumine the night for centuries, 
and before their final end they shine even more brightly, like an exploding 
supernova. JO The metaphor behind this image is that time is cyclical, instead 
of linear and progressive. Each empire rises for various reasons-vision of 
the future, resources, technology, political culture, colonizing others-and 
then declines for various reasons, usually the exaggeration of power and the 
burden of keeping the structure in place. Thus, the image is that there is a 
historic shift under way between the era of the Atlantic and the era of the 
Pacific, and that the world economy will be dominated first by Japan, then 
the new Japans, and then finally by China. The salient question then is: 
within this vision of the future what might a particular region, province or 
state look like? 

The depression image emerges largely from the views of long wave 
economists, the global alternative movements, and various US ‘new age’ 
survivalists, and the Pacific rim image finds its proponents among cultural 
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historians, those living in East Asia, and the US Californian perspective. The 
final alternative image of the future I present emerges from India. 

Sarkarian spiritual-dialectics and grand theory 

One significant new vision of the future developed by Indian philosopher P. 
R. Sarkar heralds from Calcutta. 31 Sarkar’s vision of the future has as its 
pillars: individual spiritual development, ecological balance based on a new 
humanism that includes the existence of plants and animals, self-reliance, 
and finally, the perspective that we are in such mythic times that the next 10 
to IS years will bring about more philosophical, political and economic 
changes in the world than the last few hundred. To realize this vision, 
Sarkar has started various spiritual, cultural and economic people’s move- 
ments throughout the world. 

Perhaps more significant is the ground of Sarkar’s vision of the future, 
his theory of history. Unlike the predictive orientation which remains 
interested largely in mid-range theories (those propositions that can be 
operationalized in the so-called real world), Sarkar takes us to grand theory. 
His view is that social change is cyclical, but unlike a simple (yet powerful) 
rise and fall of virtue theory with the sage king beginning the new era and 
tyrant ending it as the ancient Chinese macrohistorian Ssu-Ma Chien 

argues,j’ or the rise and fall of asabiyya (unity derived from collective 
struggle) as the 14th century founder of modern history and sociology Ibn 
Khaldun would argue,33 or simply the reflections of the interactions between 
means and modes of production as Marx would, Sarkar believes that power 
moves cyclically and in phases from the people to military elites to 
ideological-intellectual elites, to economic elites and then through evolution 
or revolution to the people again. He uses this to explain the change from 
kings to priests to capitalists, of course, arguing that all in all the people 
rarely share in power. Again what is important here is the grand theoretical 
attempt, very much like Toynbee’s challenge-response theoryj4 or Sorokin’s 
sensate, idealistic efforts.“” 

Unlike the empirical futures perspective, Sarkar’s and other grand 
theorists’ works cannot be simply operationalized or ‘social science-ized’; 
they speak from and to a different episteme as well as audience. Moreover, 
their work cannot be understood in the simple preferred, probable and 
possible scenarios, for their grand theory functions in other categories and 
sees individual agency and intentionality in quite different ways from Amara 
and others who are committed to the preferred/probable/possible model. 
Individuals, for example, have preferences, but there are long cycles of 
expansion and contraction, introversion and extroversion, spiritual and 
sensate, which create the possible or probable. There are thus deeper real 
structures, cosmic cycles where intentionality is located. Preferences no 
longer exist in an objective site; it is now culturally problematic. For Sarkar 
the notion of preferred has little to do with this new society; it is part of a 
deeper structure. The notion of preference privileges individual agency at 
the expense of deeper, historical cosmic processes. Calling his cycle 
probable simply betrays the western empirical scientific perspective, for 
Sarkar operates from a different episteme, in which the 
probable/improbable distinction only exists at some levels. At the level of 
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the grand scheme of things-the view from Consciousness-such distinc- 
tions do not exist. Moreover, ‘preferred’, ‘probable’ and ‘possible’ them- 
selves mean entirely different things in different eras-they are recent 
creations of modern social sciences and do not have universal applicability. 

Implications of alternative futures 

Leaving behind the substantive implications of the three conceptions of the 
future presented, and other possible ones, what type of futures studies or 
planning orientation emerges from these ? By creating an ‘other’ society, a 
distance is gained from one’s own culture. One’s own future is suddenly 
relativized. One sees the different ways in which time, history and progress 
can be constituted through and across culture. Moreover, given the central- 
ity of the term ‘alternative’ within alternative futures thinking, the future 
suddenly becomes negotiable, open and even unpredictable. Moreover, the 
type of planning that emerges from this perspective is one that provides 
multiple understandings, the negotiation and the comparison of many 
images of the future, both dominant and recessive. 

Thus, this type of planning exercise is uncomfortable for many in that 
instead of certainty and strategy, what emerges is a relativization of the 
future. The present is seen not as an eternal state, but as a temporary 
condition, although in most cases, individuals continue to believe that their 
cultural vision of the future will remain the dominant vision of tomorrow. 
Certainly, at the local, state, national, institutional and corporate level most 
decision makers tend to dismiss alternative futures, images of the future 
from other cultures, as they constitute themselves in a problem-solving 
mode-successful problem solving is precisely how they have come to be 
top managers, top leaders in the first place. For them, the planner exists to 
clarify the possibilities, indicate the dangers of various strategies, to 
domesticate time and thus make the world simpler-to give belief, not fear. 
And even when fear is presented the solutions articulated to deal with this 
fear are technocratic, such that fear becomes a product to be managed, not 
to be revered. Fear becomes mediated by media, by print, it is no longer a 
way of knowing, as it is, for example, for eskimos, who perceive the world 

through ‘fear’. 16 Fear for them is not packaged in the nightly news. They 
breathe and live fear. In addition, an alternative futures approach creates 
the possibility of a world wherein the elite are not at the top-politically, 
economically, culturally and more importantly epistemologically (everyone 
does not see the world through their eyes). 

It should not be a surprise then that administrators, bureaucrats and 
executive officers of states and nations resist alternative futures except when 
constructed as minor deviations from the present; moreover, one might 
expect a greater openness to alternative futures thinking from groups less 
consolidated in various power structures, such as credit unions, people’s 

associations, self-help groups, the women’s movement. 
The innovation of the unpredictable, however, relocates the discussion 

away from the consensual and instrumentalist to the uncertain and mythic. 
And clearly, the grand theory efforts-notions of cyclic, seasonal, Earth 
time-in which many cultures exist are foreign to the commodity notions of 
time in which most administrators and planners exist. In the modern world 
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grand theory is fiction, not in the sense of a profound story-telling 
experience that imparts meaning, but in the sense of insignificant and trivial 
knowledge that simply muddles the real-world predictions that need to be 
made in present, bottom-line time. 

Thus, given that there is a dominant world economic system in the 
conquest of certainty, with huge homogenizing influences on local cultures, 
and given that there is a dominant epistemology-that of science, rationality 
and individuality-the notion that futures from cultural perspectives other 
than the modern paradigm can be taken at all seriously is difficult to assert. 
Cultural futures remain within the discourse of science fiction: interesting. 
But the future of the present-liberalism and capitalism-will continue to be 
the future of the future for a long time to come. Alternative ways of 
perceiving the future might adjust the dominant model but capitalism, the 
vision of continued growth, will march on absorbing all traditions and 
histories in the creation of producers, consumers and the Cod-given 
market, it can be easily asserted. 

The problem of relativity 

While the cultural/comparative orientation of futures studies is clearly a 
significant improvement over the predictive orientation in the sense that 
more voices are heard and true alternatives gain life, objectivity is damaged 
and subjectivity culturalized, there remain significant problems with this 
approach. While the cultural approach relativizes the anchor of objectivity 
of the predictive approach, this relativization leads to a situation wherein 
any future is as good as any other future. Significant differences between 
cultures are often ignored; cultures are seen either as essentially unified 
(‘we are all one’) or as fundamentally distinct (‘this is our way’). Political 
inquiry is thrown out as culture is moved to a site outside criticism. 

Thus, the relativization of the future often leads to a situation in which 
we are suddenly anchorless in a sea of cultures. Conferences end up with 
pleas for more cultural sensitivity, to the Chinese way or the American way, 
or x way. While cross-cultural futures research can reduce the dominance of 
the present instrumentalist view, what often emerge are simple taxonomies 
of past, present and future across cultures. The way power circulates in 
these images remains elusive. The way a culture has evolved is ignored and, 
more importantly, the ways that a culture might entirely change because of 
technological changes or internal cycles is left unexamined. In the end, the 
cultural approach often freezes time horizontally (across culture) and in the 
effort to be culturally sensitive, loses sight of the future. 

There is, thus, a depoliticization of power and time; preferences 
become simply eccentricities as opposed to hard fought economic, political, 
linguistic and civilizational battles with alternative possibilities. The future, 
while no longer objective, becomes terminally subjective, so that inquiry 
and analysis are moribund. Without a grounding in critical analysis, what 
can emerge are futures, visions of the good that enslave the possible, and 
alternative cultures which merely repeat the terrible history of the past. 

The cultural-interpretative approach thus argues for a futures studies 
that recognizes the existence of alternative worldviews and attempts to 
provide methodologies and images of the future across cultural space and 
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time. The real is seen as culture-bound; improved understanding can best 
occur when alternative visions of the future are included in one’s politics. 
As opposed to the disinterest of the empiricist, the interpretative perspec- 
tive privileges the subject. Through empathy, text, subject and object 
become one and the deeper reality concealed by frames of meaning 
imposed by the dominant culture is recovered. Yet like the empirical 
approach, the interpretative approach asserts that the real is independent 
and thus objective. Problems resulting from this view include the inability to 
provide anchors of inquiry and analyses of power, since all is culturally 
relativized. 

Critical futures: the real as discursive 

There are alternatives to the predictiv~empirical and the cultural- 
interpretative. Among the possible grammars available in situating this 
alternative future is a critical futures studies. This is radically different from 
the critical futurism Richard Slaughter has argued for. His approach, bril- 
liantly derived from Habermas and the hermeneutic tradition, is concerned 
with the recovery of a true self, of a true culture-it is the continuation of 
the Enlightenment project: ‘liberty, fraternity and equality’. It is the recovery 
of alternative futures that have been silenced by various oppressive struc- 
tures, by a false consciousness. For Slaughter, the goal of futures is to 
recover meanings that are lost in the predictive statistical approach. But the 
critical futures that is being posited here draws not from the positivist 
tradition, nor the cultural or hermeneutic tradition. Rather it comes from 
the works of Michel Foucault and post-structuralists such as Michael Shapiro 
(theory of political theory). While they speak from an epistemological 
position that argues that the real is a social construction and thus seek to 
relativize culture, they anchor their approach in a commitment to the 
deconstruction and analysis of power. 

Drawing from Foucault’s Discipline and Punish,37 Shapiro argues that 
‘the post-structural project is that of chasing power so that it has no place to 
hide’.j8 For post-structuralists, truth is not something to be recovered 
through empathy with the object of research, nor something to be found 
with enough variables, but rather there exist regimes of truth which define 
the way we see, speak, and ‘language’ (create) the world. From this 
perspective, what is significant is how the self has become a subject of 
various disciplinary structures-medicine, psychology, bureaucracy-and 
moreover how this created self is then objectified and shaped by these 
various professional discourses. 

Instead of the search for the objective or the grand design of things 
(transcendental truths that cause events and trends), the real is made 
political, it is historicized and made peculiar; it is no longer seen as Being 
itself, as an eternal v@rift5. Moreover, the way language and other ways of 
knowing create subjects and objects and their relationships is made con- 
tentious. 

Furthermore, the probable/possible/preferred orientation is made prob- 
lematic, given, for example, the difficulty in separating these categories, 
existing as they do within a particular model of the self-that of modernity 
and liberalism-namely, a self that can be divided, has intentionality, and 
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can make true independent choices. These categories, in addition, exist 
within a particular regime of truth-not a model which has no political 
connotations, but a regime, with all its connotations of politics and power, 
for truth is nothing more than power. It is a regime of truth which has come 
about at the expense of other configurations of truth, other knowledge 
paradigms-other discourses. 

Making the present remarkable 

Thus, in this perspective on planning and futures research, what is essential 
is not finding better ways to predict the future, but in making the present 
remarkable. The project here is to show that the real has come about for 
various reasons and that the coming about of a specific ‘present‘ means the 
non-realization of other ‘presents’. In any given moment then, what-;s is an 
imposition, a silencing of various ways of thinking, of doing, and a 
realization of other ways of thinking. While the post-structural discourse has 
not yet taken the futures discourse seriously, we can borrow from its 
theoretical vantage point and assert that the coming about of a particular 
future is the silencing of other futures. This is not simply a technical task of 
identifying images of the future or various trends; rather, the choice of 
identification in itself is political for we have immediately excluded other 
choices, and at an even more radical level, the choice of language is 
political in that grammar in itself is complicit with various metaphysical 
positions, the privileging of the individual subject, for example.39 

From this critical perspective, in so far as the present is naturalized and 
considered normal, the task of the planner or futurist becomes to make the 
present remarkable, to inquire, for example, not simply how trends affect a 
population, but how the category ‘population’ emerged in the first place. 
We were not always populations; it is a recent category that comes out of a 
particular model of social organization of a particular historical period, the 
need for the state to collect ‘state-istics’ of those in its jurisdiction-and 
how describing the real in that way (as a population, instead of a people, or 
a community) leads to various distributions of epistemological and social 
power. 

Thus, instead of taking for given the category ‘population’ in our 
various regression forecasts, we take issue with it. We resituate population 
from a neutral, apolitical, technical site to a political one, wherein popu- 
lation is part of a larger way of constructing the world. Performing a 
prediction of population is then seen as a political act which privileges 
certain commitments over others. For example, the assertion that the world 
is overpopulated exists within various implicit political commitments-ones 
that believe that individuals are not resources, but problems to be managed, 
or that resources are predominantly physical not spiritual (and thus limit- 
less). Critical futures studies would then make problematic the basis of 
population forecasts by historicizing how we have come to be a ‘population‘ 
and by developing alternative constructions of population, such as com- 
munities, the global self, peoples, fields of awareness, ecosystem and 
civilization. 

This third approach, like aspects of the cultural perspective, emphasizes 
the problematization of current categories and examines how they have 
come to be the sole way of describing something by evoking alternative 
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historical periods in which rationality, mind and order were differently 
constructed. In this perspective, we contest the grounds of various prob- 
lems by inquiring how a particular problem has come to be framed. 

Significant in illustrating the problem of the alternative epistemologies 
is the case of a Chinese graduate student who, when asked to present a 
forecasting methodology to a graduate seminar, responded with utter 
puzzlement. Her construction of time, and her construction of the objective 
world meant that for her there was no such practice as forecasting. The only 
viable tool she could determine was the I-Ching. This is a historical 
predictive technique whereby each prediction is based on the exact moment 
that it is made. A prediction made minutes later would be different, and this 
difference would not invalidate any criteria of reliability, validity or repeat- 
ability, for the I-Ching operates on a personal, local sense of being. 
Moreover, the technology works with the mind of the person who needs 
the information. There is in this system no difference between the subject 
and that which is to be predicted-the I-Ching facilitates the knowing 
process of the subject. Equally significant is the notion that there is no 
constant time, life is continuously in flux. Needless to say, her response to 
the methodologies presented by other political science graduate students- 
regression, delphi, policy impact analysis, social change theories-was one 
of amusement, as they actually believed in the separation of knower and 
known, and in ontological universals. 

Thus, within the cultural, interpretative perspective, the various grounds 
of forecasting are brought forth. But what Foucault’s approach does, in 
addition, is to ask the question: How is the future put forth in history in 
various discourses? Specifically, one might ask not what are the different 
ways-formal or informal, western or Chinese-in which one forecasts, but 
how is it that forecasting has come to be a way of constituting information? 
There are obviously other ways to make decisions in life or in organizations. 
How has forecasting become the dominant form? What are other historical 
forms? What are the particular ways in which these forms have transformed 
through history, and, although Foucault would not ask this, for he moves 
and remains within local peculiarities, what are some ways in which 
forecasting will be practised in the future. ) Finally, how do decisions that 
emerge from a planning or future orientation affect the circulation of 
power? 

We would then attempt a history of the present; a genealogy to see 
how the preset way of constructing reality has become the sole way of 
creating the world. We can easily see that the use of complex forecasting 
models to make budgetary decisions is partly a result of the end of 
community, the fear of legislative responsibility in light of the media’s ability 
to create categories of arbitrary and well-grounded decision making, the 
belief that decisions based on data are somewhat more real, objective and 
impartial than those based on other considerations, and the power of the 
behavioural sciences to penetrate legislative arenas, as well as the decentral- 
ization of power, from executive to legislature. 

This critical type of planning eventually calls into question that which is 
planned, as well as the planner and the ‘planee’, for these categories 
themselves emerge from various descriptions of the process, and in turn are 
empowered once these descriptions become routinized into practices. 
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Within this perspective, the predictive and the cultural become languages, 
ways of seeing, discourse; the task then becomes to see how they have 
become that and what issues are produced in this becoming. Within this 
framework questions such as land use or transportation planning can be 
better understood, for they are no longer mentalities, frozen ahistorical 
concepts discussed by experts, but products of various ways of constituting 
the world, open to negotiation, to debate by you and me, him and her. 

With a post-structural perspective, a both-and approach (the predictive, 
cultural and critical) becomes possible as it provides a meta-theory from 
which the future can be created. Forecasts of land use need, for example, 
can be made while conscious of the politics and language of the type of 
reality construction that is forecasting. At the same time, alternative pers- 
pectives left out by the forecasts can be investigated, for example, the 
impact on traditional and future cultures, and alternative methods to obtain 
informatjon about the future, such as the problematic definition of property 
rights. Finally, the epistemological bases of the entire research enterprise, 
including the role of the researcher and the politics created by the various 
divisions of the real into what is negotiable and what is not, can be inquired 
into. All three then become seen not as concrete regimes but as negotiable 
assets that can be used better to understand, change, and live in our future 
plans-plans that will now have been politicized. 

Constructing time 

The Foucauldian perspective is also markedly different with respect to the 
question of time, perhaps the central point of departure for all planning and 
futures studies. The empirical view sees time as a given (it has ontological 
validity) and from this point of view the question is whether to forecast one 
to two years ahead in budget cycles, or whether to construct long-term, 
corporate visionary forecasts of 20-30 years. The cultural view attempts to 
‘culturalize’ time and recover traditjonal notions of time: cyclical time, 
seasonal time, mythic time, spiritual time, and even Kairos, the right time. 
The Foucauldian perspective attempts to deconstruct how we ‘time’ the 
world through our language and through our various institutionalized 
practices. Time in this view is a historical social construct; it is not eternal; 
time is dependent upon the larger episteme-the way of organizing know- 
ledge. Thus much of futures studies deals with metrified (chronological) or 
cornmodified time and uses images of economics to talk about time-non- 
renewable time or saving time, for example. The usefulness of the aiterna- 
tive futures perspective is that we can develop a typology of time, and show 
how the counter movements (spiritual and ecological), among others, are 
attempting to ‘time’ the world in a different way. 

Using the Foucauldian methodology, we can then see how one of the 
projects of futures studies (in fact the project for some) is to create a new 
sense of time; to stretch time by including a longer vision of time within 
our forecasts, decision making, and living. This is different from the 
perspective of many alternative movements which argue for a time without 
time (meditation and intuition, for example), or that of transformationalist 
futurists who argue for a dramatic time (that technology is creating an 
entirely new other world utterly different from the past). What is significant 
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here is that suddenly time is no longer a given; it is seen as a way of 
creating rather than describing the world, since the postmodern perspective 
argues that there is no is to describe, or alternatively is evasive of this ‘why’ 
question which simply reinscribes prior categories; rather Foucauit asks 
how x has come to be historically authoritative. Reality then is simply the 
victory of one discourse over another. The prediscursive (outside language/ 
description/practices) is neither the empirical world, as it is for materialists, 
nor the world of spirit (of God, of Being or of nothingness) as it is for the 
spiritualist/idealist; it is the realm of alternative ways of constituting, or the 
realm of other possible discourses. 

Distancing 

The other significant contribution from the Foucauldian view is the notion of 
distancing. Foucault, by showing how the present has come to be consti- 
tuted, asserts that the present is remarkable; it is not an eternal. He does 
not seek to enhance our conversations, to come up with better interpret- 
ations so that community and good life can be recovered; rather, he makes 
the way we speak contentious. He asks how is it that our questions are 
intelligible to us. As Shapiro writes, Foucault: 

has not sought to improve extant political conversations by making them more 
comprehensive. Rather, he has sought to distance us from the various linguistic 
practices which give us objects, subjects, and the more general valuing practices 
within which they function, the discursive economies of meaning and value in given 
historical periods.4C1 

One might, as I alluded earlier, show that our research question, ‘the future 
of x’ is very much a modern question. Those operating under different 
epistemologies (different ways of timing the world) would certainly not ask 
the future of x if they lived in cyclical or seasonal time, for example, or if 
the I-Ching was an exemplary method. One cannot even ask the future of 
the self, if one argues that the self is constituted in different perceptual 
schemes, or as the Buddhists do, that there is no self. As Foucault writes, 
‘The problem is not so much that of defining a political position [an 
alternative future, a plan, in our case], but to imagine and to bring into 
being new schemas of politicization.‘41 Here we can see that the Buddha 
was responding to the Hindu construction of self. He understood that once 
a self is postulated, it can be controlled, given value, and appropriated by a 
class of people. His position, then, was not simply a simplistic cynical one; 
rather, it was an emancipatory construction that led to a redistribution of 
value, a levelling of Brahmin power and the creation of an alternative 
community, the Sangha. However this non-self of the Buddha should not be 
generalized and universalized, for it too came into being in very specific 
conditions, and to be understood it must be situated geographically, 
historically and epistemically. Thus, the Zen phrase: ‘If you meet the 
Buddha on the road, kill him.’ 

The post-structuralist scenario 

Relating Foucault’s distancing process to futures research, we can see how 
this very distance can be gained through scenarios. By positing alternative 
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future conditions, we can either attempt to gain through the use value of 
these scenarios (are they correct?) or attempt to gain by seeing how these 
scenarios show that the present is peculiar. For example, in criminal justice 
planning we can use various statistical indices to forecast the number of 
criminals, but when we distance ourselves we can see that these very 
statistics are part of a particular model of language and reality, specifically, a 
model of representation where those with certain characteristics-big ears a 
few years back, unemployment presently, are situated in criminality. The 
task in this model is simply to locate the referents and then the ‘criminal’ 
will suddenly appear. Alternatively one can make contentious numerous 
categories of crime such as property theft and the factors that cause it 
(greed, poverty, biology) if we imagine a society without private property, 
for example. 

The distancing produced by Foucault’s various strategies is different 
from the distancing of the empiricist, of the predictive model. From the 
empirical perspective, the researcher must be objective and disinterested in 
the results of the study. For Foucault, the goal is distance, not disinterest. 

The researcher is actively involved in the research question, and given the 
complicity of the subject with the object to be known, how could it be 
otherwise! This distance is Foucault’s way ‘of politicizing the present by not 
entering contemporary conversations in order to show how historically 
peculiar and limited they are’.42 

From the hermeneutic position, both the disinterest of the empiricist 
and the distancing of the post-structuralist are false paths. The goal instead 
is through empathy and understanding to achieve a conversational context 
that will ‘in a Deweyan sense, make connection with “the daily problems of 
one’s community”, and thereby enhance the possibilities for a harmonious 
form of solidarity.‘43 Moreover, for Gadamer a: 

hermeneutically trained mind must be, from the start, sensitive to the text’s quality 
of newness. But this kind of sensitivity involves neither ‘neutrality’ (disinterest) in the 
matter of the subject nor the extinction of one’s self, but the conscious assimilation 
of one’s own foremeanings and prejudices. The important thing is to be aware of 
one’s bias, so that the text may present itself in all its newness and thus be able to 
assert its own truth against one’s own foremeanings. 

But this becoming aware of one’s bias is not facile, according to Foucault, 
since our sense of self and order, the production of our identities, are 
themselves complicit in contemporary conversations and in our texts. While 
there can be no final solution to the ‘dilemma of intelligibility’ through 
genealogical historicization of the present, through archeology (a decon- 
struction of the present) and through textual strategies (grammatical shifts) 
we see how identities are produced and then professionalized, psycholo- 
gized, spiritualized; that is, we move from being to process. Unfortunately, 
post-structuralists have not yet used the exemplary distancing that occurs 
through images of the future scenario writing and through the positing of 
utopias, eutopias, and dystopias. But, as I have tried to develop, it is this 
futuring that can aid in problematizing present structures and grammars, 
and thus create the possibility not of a recovery of the past, but of the 
creation of new discourses, new constructions of the real. Without this 
futures focus to Foucault’s efforts, even though enabling spaces for the 
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‘other’ might be created through deconstruction, they will remain unfulfil- 
led. The critical ‘where to now?’ question remains unanswered. Futures can 
thus play an important role in generating alternative discourses once the 
space of this creation has been opened through Foucault’s problematiz- 
ations. 

Thus, while Foucault and other post-structuralists use history, particular- 
ly the history of epistemology, to show the remarkability of the present, the 
same can be done using an alternative futures perspective. 

language and meaning 

Finally, as must be obvious, this Foucauldian perspective does not simply 
see language as referring to the real world (the non-discursive), but as 
constitutive of the world. Thus, much of the failure of planning and futures 
studies in creating alternative bureaucratic or institutional openings and 
possibilities is because our language itself is present-oriented. In addition, 
complicit in our discourses-in our ways of knowing, of stating issues-are 
categories which continue to reinscribe the power politics of the present 
instead of the openness or the alternative possibilities of the future. More 
than that, our discourses in the modern world have quantified and domesti- 
cated time; thus, to expect a rupture, a new way of knowing and doing, 
through futures studies and planning is at best difficult. Our writing too 
simply reinscribes the present. As does our consciousness. We hope for a 
future time, yet we exist in quantified, cornmodified time; we hope for a 
world outside of who we are, yet our awareness only encounters what it has 
‘admitted beforehand as an object possible for it’ (to paraphrase 
Heidegger).4i Thus, ‘the future’ is a result of various historical events and 
trends; it is a process, not an eternal that can suddenly be understood or 
that can be recovered through enough workshops and planning seminars. 

Furthermore, by placing futures within discursive spaces, we affirm that 
the future is constructed by language and that embedded in our forecasts 
are various power interests. By simply calling for better forecasts, or more 
sensitive policy statements, or better plans, or more links between the long 
range and the short range, we forget the structures, the regimes of truth 
that create our selves and order, that create our notions of what we call the 
future. 

This is not to say that planners and futurists should disavow statistics. 
But we need to be aware of how statistics have come to be the dominant 
ways of constructing the world, at how our use of statistics often privileges a 
certain worldview and certain experts who are more easily heard in these 
views, but more than that, to see statistics itself as discursive instead of 
actually representing something that exists independently of our knowing 
efforts. 

In this view, the future is seen as discursive. That is, the distinction 
between the social construction of the future as subjective and the empirical 
future to be as objective is not made. Thus, while even the predictive 
orientation admits that there are no future ‘facts’ none the less a clear 
distinction between discourse and the real is made. The post-structural 
position does not make this distinction. Other perspectives aim at middle 
grounds, and assert, for example, that although there is an interpretative 
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dimension, there still exists an independent empirical world; there are 
simply different historical and cultural constructions of it. 

From this critical perspective, our language generally, and terms such as 
‘alternative futures’ specifically, may come to have more than simply an 
apolitical range from a pre-existent norm, but rather mean entire new 
configurations that challenge our notions of conventionality. For example, 
alternative futures matrices that forecast the future of the nation state-in 
the hope of unpacking imperialism, for instance-by continuing to use the 
nation state as a prime category reinscribe the nation state, forgetting that it 
is a contemporary and peculiar phenomenon. 

The anchor of politics 

Unlike the relativization of the cultural approach, there is an anchor here: 
that of politics. Of course, thinkers like Galtung, involved in cultural futures 
research, ask a series of questions of each vision and each history.46 They 
anchor their analysis in categories that define cosmology such as structural 
violence, direct violence, person-person, person-transpersonal, growth/ 
distribution, and person-nature. Galtung’s approach is not to predict future 
structures, but to show how certain practices are compatible with this 
cosmology. Like post-structural analysis, cosmological analysis eschews 
deciding on the dilemmas of structure/agency or mind/body. These distinc- 
tions are indeed data that situate cosmology or discourse. The post- 
structural perspective, on the other hand, would argue that these categories 
and the ‘needs’ to which they are related are equally discursive and change 
through time and history. Choosing them as the ground for one’s analysis is 
enabling, inasmuch as one sees these categories themselves as part of a 
changing theoretical landscape, not a fixed edifice. 

But there are other efforts besides the post-structural to put politics into 
futures. Of course, the cultural-interpretative approach is one; closely 
related is that of Robert Jungk. 47 He has argued for a populist perspective to 
futures studies to stem the tide of the cooption of futures studies by the 
professional and capitalist class. For him, the futures project must be 
people-oriented and must empower the powerless and challenge the 
powerful-those who control the idea, the gun, and bar of gold. For him, 
we need to be working with those in the periphery-workers, peasants, 
children, females, the elderly. The key then is action-oriented futures 
studies: praxis. 

Arguing with Jungk, but extending his view beyond modernity’s class 
notion of politics, I have tried to argue here that part of this process begins 
with a politics of epistemology, a politics of meaning that can deconstruct 
and reconstruct planning and futures studies. From this post-structural view, 
empowering people does not simply refer to conducting problem solving or 
futuring workshops with the masses-to aid them in articulating values, in 
developing strategic plans, and in implementing them-but to an inquiry 
into the epistemological construction of the future. Indeed, genealogy and 
deconstruction provide the spaces from which more conventional action 
planning-people’s organizing-can come forth. 

The Foucauldian perspective argues for a politics of the real; for a 
planning and futures studies which attempts to see how language creates 
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intentionality and subjecthood-that is a perspective of grammar that is not 
innocent but complicit in our politics, in our futurizing. Language is then 
not representative of things, it is not about things but things are constitutive 
of discourse. Thus, the future is no longer a transcendental construction in 
spiritual or material space, but a social construction complicit with various 
power interpretations. This critical view also attempts to make peculiar the 
present, to show how it has come about, and to indicate the various 
discourses used to create the present. It is not a history of ideas but a 
history of epistemes; a history of the victory of certain interpretations 
(futures) over others. In addition, the Foucauldian approach attempts to 
make time problematic, arguing that it is social construction and then 
finding the ways in which we temporalize the world. Finally, Foucault 
attempts to distance us from the present. He does this not only at the level 
of structure and institution but also at the level of the way we organize 
truth. Foucault thus relativizes past, present and future. 

Conclusion 

The predictive and cultural approaches have as their base a view that there 
exists an objective world (whether spiritual, materialistic, dualistic or idealis- 
tic). In these views the task of knowledge is to discover this world or 
rediscover and reinterpret it if it has been clouded by an all-pervasive 
regime of truth. Thus, while for the empiricist knowledge is cumulative and 
progressive, for the culturalist there are fits and starts, betrayals and 
moments of glory. From a futures empiricist perspective, the goal is to 
predict a world that already exists. On the other hand, the more mystical 
and the hermeneutic articulations of the cultural, interpretive view assert 
that there is a complicitness between consciousness and the objects it 
represents, but that either through self-understanding or through enlighten- 
ment the truth none the less can be found. Stated in the futures discourse, 
there is a good society that can occur through certain struggles-good over 
evil, introversion over extroversion, empathy over objectivity. 

From the critical post-structuralist view we have drawn here, the 
independent existence of the world or of the spirit is either made 
problematic-shown to be socially and peculiarly constructed-or argued or 
made independently unknowable given the complicity between knower and 
known. In fact, as theorist Shapiro argues, in our quest for the real ‘our 

consciousness can be more of an enemy than an ally’.48 Thus, instead of 
prediction or a discovery of either truths or Truth, what results is a project 
committed to the creation and design of tomorrow: a project committed to 
the social construction of time, space and consciousness. This is in contrast 
to the predictive view which, while claiming to say something about the 
future, often simply reasserts the present; or the cultural view which, while 
recovering hidden frames of meaning, simply reifies past identities, making 
them not temporary but eternal selves; selves that when all is done 
continue a history of tyranny and tragedy.4g 

The critical futures approach may seem esoteric to some-that is, 
impractical. However, what could be more practical than investigating how 
the present and the future have come to be authoritatively created? That is, 
of course, if one is interested in truly creating an alternative future or 
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alternative future or alternative futures; if not, then predicting the future 
from the past will suffice, for a technical orientation will conveniently 
recreate past and present structures and identities, while a cultural orienta- 
tion will hide the overwhelming influence of a particular culture in the 
disguise of similitude and universalism. A critical perspective will show the 

monuments of power before us and thus allow the continuous destruction 
and reconstruction of alternative futures, ‘past,’ ‘present’ and ‘future’. 
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Appendix 

EPISTEMOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO THE FUTURE: STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 

Cultural 

Strengths 
Indicators developed 

Time stretched 

Precise 

Time stretched across cultural space 

One’s own culture made peculiar 
instead of universal 

Time/space decolonized, dominated 
categories recovered 
Rich, macrotheories of change 

Time problematized 

Perspective enables epistemological 
spaces for creating futures 

Power is analysed and the present 
made remarkable 

Predictive and cultural modes 
located in epistemologies, in 
regimes of truth 

Weaknesses 
Assumptions of the real unchal- 
lenged 

Present power relations and struc- 
tures reinforced 

Creativity often not actualized 
Easily appropriated by technocracy 
Only microlevel theories of change 

Leads to cultural relativism-banal 
similarities 

Power remains unpacked 

Past identities privileged 

Scenarios not developed 

Anchors too can be relativized 

Not intelligible to policy making and 
‘the better decision-making project’ 

No theory of change 
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EPISTEMOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO THE FUTURE 

Perspective 

Project 

Method 

Privileged 

Goal 

Borders 

Silences 

Language 

Predictive 
Empirical 

Accuracy 

Validi~ 

Reliability 

Regression 

Trend analysis 

Emerging issues 

Modeiling 

Bureaucrats 

Intellectuals 

Capitalists 

Solve problems 

Non-observable itlegiti- 
mate (K%iffg, for exam- 

ple) 

Power/true alternative 
undeveloped 

Transparent/ 
representation 

Cultural 
Hermeneutic 

Recovery of meaning 

Decolonizing the future 

Myth creation 

Images of the future 

Ethnography 

Interpretation 

Grand theory 

Cosmology 

Dominated cultures 

Past 

Identify alternative futures 

Cultural relativism 

No inquiry into power 

Deep structures 

Critical 
Post-structural 

Deconstruction of power 

Denaturalizing present 

Archeology 

Genealogy 

Distancing 

Local knowledge 

‘Change’ 

Language structures 

Make ‘future’ problematic 

History/future of 
epistemes-‘iegit~macy’ 
probiematized 

No construction of the 
possible 

Grammar as complicit in 
real 
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